## The SafeGrowth Report

### Chapter 1 Visioning:

**Goal** -- Describe neighborhood objectives

**Possible Activities** -- asset mapping, wisdom councils, search conferences, Delphi studies, speakout sessions

The purpose of this section is to create a vision of neighborhood life over the next few years. If this is a SafeGrowth Plan, the vision is a collaborative view about sustaining a high quality of life. If this is a Project Report, the vision incorporates measurable objectives for resolving neighborhood problems (e.g., percent decline in burglaries, proportion of residents using park, etc).

### Chapter 2 Problem Identification

**Goal** -- Identify problems or obstacles

**Possible Activities** -- community surveys, environmental scans, wisdom councils, design charrettes

The purpose of this section is to a) if a SafeGrowth Plan to establish the obstacles blocking the vision, or b) if a Project Report to select and prioritize the scope of problems under consideration.

### Chapter 3 Problem Analysis

**Goal** -- Collect and analyse data regarding

**Possible Activities** defined by categories in the *Risk Assessment Matrix* -- crime analysis, crime mapping, safety audits, CPTED site review

The purpose of this section is to collect information and conduct an analysis on a) the obstacles to the vision in the SafeGrowth Plan or b) the causes of the problems under consideration.

### Chapter 4 Strategy

**Goal** -- Develop responses

**Activities** -- Assemble results into response strategies and write report / prepare interactive presentation

The purpose of this section is to outline responses to overcome obstacles in the SafeGrowth Plan or responses to address problems in the SafeGrowth project. Responses should include who will implement the strategy and an estimated timeline.

### Chapter 5 Evaluation:

**Goal** -- Evaluate results and propose further improvements

**Activities** -- Report results. Consider a variety of presentation formats such as speakout sessions, poster displays at public events as well as formal presentations and reports

The purpose of this section is to assess results of response strategies or, if the project is incomplete, to conduct an interim review of results to fine tune responses.